PredictFP2: a new computational model to predict fusion peptide domain in all retroviruses.
Fusion peptide (FP) is a pivotal domain for the entry of retrovirus into host cells to continue self-replication. The crucial role indicates that FP is a promising drug target for therapeutic intervention. A FP model proposed in our previous work is relatively not efficient to predict FP in retroviruses. Thus in this work, we come up with a new computational model to predict FP domains in all the retroviruses. It basically predicts FP domains through recognizing their start and end sites separately with SVM method combing the hydrophobicity knowledge of the subdomain around furin cleavage site. The classification accuracy rates are 91.91%, 91.20% and 89.13% respectively corresponding to jack-knife, 10-fold cross-validation and 5-fold cross-validation test. Secondly, this model discovered 69,753 and 493 putative FPs after scanning amino acid sequences and HERV DNA sequences both without FP annotations. Subsequently, a statistical analysis was performed on the 69,753 putative FP sequences, which confirms that FP is a hydrophobic domain. Lastly, we depicted the distribution of the 493 putative FP sequences on each human chromosome and each HERV family, which shows that FP of HERV probably has chromosome and family preference.